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Carroll-MS 14 – Fallacies and Syzygies

Introductory notes:

This manuscript, dated 2 April 1895, is from Thomas Vere Bayne. It refers to I. P. Hughlings’ Logic of Names, An Introduction to Boole’s Laws of Thought (1869).
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Text reads:

Fallacies 2/4/95

Quote from Hughling’s “Logic of Names” p. 39. He does several quite wrong.
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This is the solution to a Syzygies’ Competition, making “Conservative” into “Liberal” submitted by E. Nicholls of Waverley Grove, Southsea, and scored by Dodgson. The game of Syzygies is a puzzle invented by Dodgson and published in The Lady from 23 July 1891. This particular puzzle was published in the issue for 30 July 1891.